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Executive Summary
Construction machinery manufacturers and producers of related parts and equipment in the United States have
enjoyed sustained success, both at home and abroad. Products in this sector are necessary for the completion of
new residential and commercial construction and infrastructure, as well as the maintenance and expansion of
existing buildings, roads, transportation routes, water and sanitation facilities. U.S. manufacturers are among the
world’s most recognized brands, and the combination of recognition and global demand for these products has
fueled an 89.4 percent growth in U.S. exports and a 4.07 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 2000
to 2015.
Over the past five years, however, a number of factors have affected U.S. exports of construction machinery. Even
after recouping many of the losses from the 2008 to 2009 global recession, U.S. construction equipment exports
are still at an eight-year low. U.S. producers continue to face strong competition from sophisticated manufacturers
in Western Europe, Japan and South Korea. These manufacturers offer products that compete favorably with U.S.
producers on productivity, reliability and level of technology. Increased competition from Chinese manufacturers is
also influencing market shares globally. The value proposition of less productivity, reliability and technology in
exchange for a lower purchase price provides Chinese producers with a unique market niche. Persistently low
commodity prices have dampened the demand for all producers of construction machinery, and related parts and
equipment, particularly in commodity export-driven economies. Finally, economic factors in traditionally strong
export markets, such as China and Brazil, have driven sector exports down by over 25 percent in the past five years
to a total of $32.6 billion in 2015. Therefore, it is essential for U.S. manufacturers to identify and focus on markets
with the most potential to sustain exports in the near, medium and long-term. This report examines the global
export market for construction machinery and related equipment and parts with the goal of identifying the top
markets for U.S. sector exports.
ITA’s methodology for identifying these top markets considered historical export trade data as well as factors, or
“drivers,” of global sector trade. After identifying these export drivers, ITA collected quantifiable and consistently
defined data on a country-specific basis, assigned numerical values to these drivers, and aggregated the weighted
average values of export trade data and each of the export drivers in order to arrive at a final numerical score for
each market. In ITA’s view, the resulting list of top markets represents some of the best opportunities for U.S.
construction machinery and related parts and equipment manufacturers to sustain and carry this sector's export
growth forward. This report also identifies global challenges and barriers to export, as well as opportunities for
export growth. Finally, case studies are included which take a more in-depth look at five countries.
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Overview and Key Findings
Introduction

Methodology

Construction machinery manufacturers and
producers of related parts and equipment have
provided a historically steady and reliable source of
exports for the United States. Over the past five
years, however, a number of factors have greatly
affected U.S. exports of construction machinery.
Long-term effects of the 2008 to 2009 global
recession; strong competition from sophisticated
manufacturers in Western Europe, Japan and South
Korea; proliferation of low-cost products from China;
continued low commodity prices; and a number of
economic factors in traditionally strong markets
have driven U.S. sector exports down more than 25
percent in the past five years to a total of $32.6
billion in 2015. With many of these factors likely to
persist, it is vital for U.S. manufacturers to identify
and focus on markets possessing factors that drive
demand for construction machinery. This report will
provide an overview of the global and U.S. markets
for construction machinery (and its related parts and
equipment), identify factors that drive export
demand for U.S. manufacturers, and discuss what
the International Trade Administration considers to
be top markets for exports, along with more detailed
examinations of selected markets.

ITA’s methodology for identifying top markets for
U.S. CE sector exports utilized a combination
approach that considered historical export trade
data as well as factors, or “drivers,” of global CE
sector trade. In ITA’s view, export data provided a
quantifiable evaluation of top U.S. CE sector export
markets from a historical perspective. For the
historical sector export analysis, the CE sector was
identified and markets ranked using the following
North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) codes:
• 333120 Construction Machinery Manufacturing:
This industry is comprised of establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing
construction machinery, surface mining
machinery, and logging equipment.
• 333131 Mining Machinery and Equipment
Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised
of establishments primarily engaged in (1)
manufacturing underground mining machinery
and equipment, such as coal breakers, mining
cars, core drills, coal cutters and rock drills, and
(2) manufacturing mineral beneficiating
machinery and equipment used in surface or
underground mines.
• 333618 Other Engine Equipment Manufacturing:
This U.S. industry is comprised of establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing internal
combustion engines (except automotive
gasoline and aircraft).
• 333995 Fluid Power Cylinder and Actuator
Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised
of establishments primarily engaged in
manufacturing fluid power (i.e., hydraulic and
pneumatic) cylinders and actuators.
• 333996 Fluid Power Pump and Motor
Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised
of establishments primarily engaged in
manufacturing fluid power (i.e., hydraulic and

Key Findings: Top Markets and Methodology
Findings
This report examines the U.S. construction
machinery and related parts and equipment
industries (hereafter referred to collectively as the
“CE sector” or “CE”) with the goal of achieving
sustainable export growth. To achieve this goal, ITA
used a combination of historical trade data and a
weighted average analysis of factors that, in ITA’s
view, influence export demand for CE sector
products. This analysis yielded the list of top markets
as identified in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Top 25 Markets for Construction Equipment
1. Canada
7. Japan
13. India
2. China
8. Qatar
14. Sweden
3. Singapore
9. United Arab Emirates
15. Mexico
4. Australia
10. Saudi Arabia
16. Malaysia
5. United Kingdom
11. Brazil
17. Russia
6. Germany
12. Chile
18. Norway

19. South Korea
20. Netherlands
21. France
22. Belgium
23. Indonesia
24. Thailand

25. South Africa
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pneumatic) pumps and motors.
Based upon its understanding of the global CE sector
market, ITA then examined a number of factors that
drive export demand for CE sector products. The
following factors were selected based on the ready
availability of quantifiable and consistently defined
data on a country-specific basis:
• Infrastructure development: Global
infrastructure development is perhaps the
primary driver of CE export growth and
sustained demand. Building new infrastructure
and maintaining existing infrastructure require
large amounts of construction machinery to
accomplish.
• Residential and commercial construction: Similar
to infrastructure development and
maintenance, residential and commercial
construction activities require large amounts of
construction machinery.
• Economic activity: Producing, buying, or selling
products or services are a driver for the
construction of commercial property that is
necessary to produce, buy and sell goods and
services. Consumers engaging in these activities
are, in turn, potential buyers of new
homes/residential construction. In addition,
economic activity requires adequate
infrastructure to move goods and services from
producer to seller to buyer.
Numerical values were assigned to trade data and
export drivers, and the weighted average values for
each were aggregated to arrive at a final numerical
score for export markets. In ITA’s view, this list of
markets represents some of the best opportunities
for U.S. CE sector players to sustain and carry CE
sector export growth forward. For a detailed
explanation of the report methodology, please see
Appendix 1.
Industry Overview and Competitiveness
Definition of CE Sector and Scope of Report
Although the structure varies somewhat by country,
region, and level of economic and technological
development, global construction machinery and its
related parts and equipment industries are a diverse
mix of multibillion-dollar and multinational
corporations, smaller specialty manufacturers, and
small and medium enterprises (SMEs). These
companies manufacture machinery used in all

phases and types of construction, mining, and
forestry operations, as well as service and repair
parts for these machines. Many of the larger CE
manufacturers operate as a vertically integrated
entity. These companies manufacture construction
machinery and service and repair parts for their
construction/mining/forestry machinery products. In
some cases, they even manufacture repair and
service parts for competitors. In addition to these
large, vertically integrated businesses, first, second
and third tier associate and/or independent
suppliers also participate in the CE sector. These
companies may manufacture specialty CE
equipment, provide service and repair parts to
construction equipment manufacturers and
construction machinery owners, or some
combination of these.
This report does not include a discussion of
remanufactured (reman) CE sector products. The
reman subsector has unique challenges,
opportunities and barriers to trade different from
those related to construction/mining/forestry
equipment and associated “new” service and repair
parts.
Global and U.S. CE Sectors
The global CE sector has long been dominated by
manufacturers in North America, Western Europe,
Japan and South Korea, due in large part to the
comparative advantages of these manufacturers’
products. Generally speaking, the economics of
construction activities require equipment that
operate efficiently, economically and with minimal
downtime. In some cases, such as large mining
operations, 24-hour continuous operation of
machinery is necessary. To achieve this goal,
purchasers of construction machinery look for
products with the following qualities:
• Productivity: ability to move large quantities of
material from point to point as quickly as
possible
• Reliability: ability to operate with minimal
downtime for scheduled service or unscheduled
breakdowns
• Level of advancement in technology: utilizes the
best available technology to increase machinery
productivity and reliability
U.S. CE manufacturers produce construction
machinery and related repair and service parts that
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offer their customers these qualities with a
productive and reliable equipment solution. Specific
U.S. CE sector advantages include the following:
• Technologically superior products: U.S. CE
products in general, and construction and
mining machinery in particular, are generally on
par with Western European and Japanese
competitors. Technologically superior products
increase productivity and reliability, as well as
reduce operating and service costs for users.
• Parts and product support network: Most U.S.
construction and mining machinery
manufacturers operate and maintain a global
parts and service network to support their
products. Construction machinery downtime is a
significant cost, so owners are inclined to
purchase machines with a strong supporting
network.
• IT enhanced maintenance and support: U.S. CE
manufacturers have embraced the use of
technology-equipped machinery to monitor
operating environment, machinery conditions
and other external factors to deliver better
control over the health of machinery. Programs
1
such as Caterpillar’s CAT Connect and Minestar
2
and Deere’s Condition Based Maintenance help
owners minimize downtime and increase
operating efficiency through monitoring
machinery location, operator performance, load
haul cycle times, maintenance requirements,
3
and more.
The relative advantage American, Western European
and Japanese CE manufacturers have enjoyed over
other competitors is narrowing, however. Chinese
CE sector manufacturers in particular have made
steady progress in building more productive, reliable
and technologically advanced products while still
maintaining a cost advantage relative to the United
States and others. In addition, these manufacturers
are taking innovative steps to offer parts and
product support networks for their products similar
to those of U.S. manufacturers. For example,
International Construction Products (ICP), a North
American owned and operated company, has
partnered with a number of Chinese CE
manufacturers to sell and support construction
equipment from several Chinese brands through an
online marketplace. Customers can research and buy
construction machinery, parts, and related
equipment, and arrange for comprehensive product
4
support options using ICP’s online tools.

Global Industry Landscape
U.S. CE exports are trending downwards globally and
regionally. Despite a partial recovery from the 2008
to 2009 global recession, U.S. exporters still face
significant headwinds in reversing this downward
trend in the short-term. The data provided in Figures
2-4 on U.S. CE sector exports is available through the
United States International Trade Commission
(USITC) Interactive Tariff and Trade Data Web. In
addition to the following brief comments on global
and regional trends, more detailed discussions can
5
be found in our examinations of selected markets.
Figure 2: U.S. CE Sector Global Exports
2011 to 2015
Total Exports 2011 to 2015: $203.7 billion
2011: $43.7 billion
2015:- $32.6 billion
Total Cumulative Growth/Contraction:
-25.3 percent
CAGR: -5.7 percent

Figure 3: Top Five Export Markets 2011
to 2015
Canada: $54.2 billion
Mexico: $31.0 billion
Australia: $13.7 billion
China: $9.9 billion
Brazil: $7.6 billion
Comments: The top three CE sector export
markets are free trade agreement (FTA)
partners with the United States. Exports to
the fourth and fifth largest export markets,
China and Brazil, have experienced steady
declines since their respective 2011 highs.

Challenges and Barriers
Challenges and barriers to U.S. CE sector exports
have not only slowed growth, but also led to
contractions in export volume in many markets.
Market specific challenges and barriers to export will
be addressed in individual case studies.
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Figure 4: U.S. CE Sector Exports by Region
Latin America
Total Exports 2011 to 2015: $60.2 billion
2011: $11.9 billion
2015: $9.9 billion
Cumulative Growth/Contraction: -16.6 percent
CAGR: -3.6 percent

Top Five Markets 2011 to 2015
Mexico: $31.0 billion
Brazil: $7.6 billion
Chile: $6.6 billion
Peru: $3.7 billion
Colombia: $3.3 billion

Comments: After peaking in 2012, U.S. CE sector exports to Latin America began a region-wide decline, driven largely by
sharp losses in four of the top five markets (Brazil, Chile, Peru and Colombia). Despite solid, multi-year growth from 2011
to 2014, U.S. CE sector exports to Mexico declined 21.5 percent in 2015.

Total Exports 2011 to 2015: $25.5 billion
2011: $5.5 billion
2015: $4.5 billion
Cumulative Growth/Contraction: -21.7 percent
CAGR: -3.9 percent

EU
Top Five Markets 2011 to 2015
United Kingdom: $5.7 billion
Belgium: $5.6 billion
Belgium: $4.6 billion
France: $2.1 billion
Netherlands: $1.9 billion

Comments: Although U.S.CE sector exports to the EU fell by 21.7 percent over the past five years, a number of EU
markets outside the top five experienced overall export growth. This growth was mainly in Eastern Europe (Czech
Republic, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria).
Asia
Top Five Markets 2011 to 2015
China: $9.9 billion
Singapore: $4.2 billion
Japan: $2.6 billion
India: $2.3 billion
South Korea: $2.2 billion
Comments: Relatively flat U.S. CE sector export growth to Asia from 2011 to 2014 has given way to much larger declines
in almost all markets in 2015. One notable exception is Vietnam. Although not a top five market, U.S. CE sector exports to
Vietnam grew 54.8 percent over the five-year period 2011 to 2015.
Total Exports 2011 to 2015 - $26.2 billion
2011: $6.3 billion
2015: $3.9 billion
Cumulative Growth/Contraction: -38.5 percent
CAGR: -9.2 percent

Total Exports 2011 to 2015: $9.4 billion
2011: $2.0 billion
2015: $1.3 billion
Cumulative Growth/Contraction: -34.2 percent
CAGR: -8.0 percent

Africa
Top Five Markets 2011 to 2015
South Africa: $4.8 billion
Egypt: $702 million
Nigeria: $573 million
Ghana: $386 million
Algeria: $348 million

Comments: U.S. CE sector exports to South Africa from 2011 to 2015 were over 600 percent higher than the next largest
market. Overall regional growth in the past four years was relatively flat; regional export performance, however, mirrored
overall global and declined sharply in 2015.

Localization/relocation of manufacturing and
domestic production programs
In efforts to maximize regional
labor/production/financial incentives offered by
globalized production and longer supply chains,
many CE sector manufacturers, including those in

the United States, have moved towards more
“globalized” production of CE sector products. In the
wake of the 2008 global recession, however, many
CE sector manufacturers are retooling globalized
production operations towards a more localized
model emphasizing production in the market of
exports and sales. By shortening supply chains and
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producing in local markets, CE sector manufacturers
hope to reduce the impact of delays in shipments,
customs challenges, and currency fluctuations. While
localized manufacturing reduces the impact of these
issues, it negatively impacts export opportunities for
CE sector producers in these markets.
In conjunction with unilateral moves to localized
production by CE sector manufacturers, some
countries are enacting plans to support
local/domestic producers. These plans are also
intended to encourage local production by foreign
competitors. One of the most well-known of these
plans, Plano Brasil Maior (“Greater Brazil Plan”),
aims to expand access to domestic and external
markets for Brazilian companies through a variety of
preferential tax and financing incentives for foreign
investment. Government procurement advantages
for Brazilian companies and aggressive use of trade
remedies, such as AD/CVD, assist Brazilian
6
companies in accessing export markets.
Dollar value vs. major currencies of trading partners
With the exception of Russia, the U.S. dollar has
strengthened against the currencies of its top 25 CE
sector export markets in 2015. A continued stronger
dollar will increase purchase prices of U.S.-made CE
sector products in comparison to direct competitors
in the EU and Japan, while the price difference will
widen further in China.
Commodity Prices
Continued low prices in the oil and mining
commodity sectors are placing downward pressure
on CE sector export growth, particularly in those
countries with economies largely dependent on sales
of these commodities. With commodity prices
7
predicted to continue falling , CE sector
manufacturers will continue to see decreased
demand for construction machinery purchases. Low
ore prices are influencing the CE mining equipment
subsector particularly hard, decreasing demand for
mining machinery. One of the most visible examples
of commodity price impact on sector demand is at
Caterpillar, the largest U.S. and global CE sector
manufacturer and exporter. In September 2015, the
company announced a major realignment of its
Mining division and the reduction of 10,000
employees by 2018 through manufacturing facility
8
consolidations and closures. In January 2016,
Caterpillar announced that company sales had

decreased for the third year in a row and 2015 profit
was down 43 percent from 2014.
Economic headwinds in major export markets
Perhaps the most significant challenge for U.S.
exporters, however, is the economic slowdown in
several major U.S. CE sector export markets. China
and Brazil are the U.S. CE sector’s fourth and fifth
largest export markets respectively. Although
China’s economy continues to grow, year on year
double-digit GDP increases have ceased. A
weakening Chinese yuan, as well as a heavy reliance
on debt and investment to grow its economy, have
contributed to recent stock market volatility and
uncertainty about the pace of economic growth
9
moving forward. The situation in Brazil is more
serious. In addition to falling GDP, the country is
facing a large and persistent budget deficit that
affects the government’s ability to fund needed
infrastructure improvements, which, in turn,
influences construction activities and the demand
for CE sector products.
Even those countries with otherwise healthy
economies that rely heavily on commodity exports
are facing challenges in sustaining long-term growth.
Canada’s economy is quite diverse and its overall
economic health is good; however, as a net oil
exporter, continued low oil prices will likely impact
economic growth in the near future. Countries with
less diverse economies that depend more on
commodity exports (western and central Africa and
10
parts of Latin America) will continue to be a
challenge for CE sector export markets.
Opportunities
Despite the challenges noted above, there are still
numerous export opportunities for CE sector
exporters. Specific opportunities will be addressed in
the country case studies that follow.
Relative advantage of U.S. CE sector products
As previously noted, U.S. CE sector products are
among the most productive, reliable and
technologically advanced in the world. U.S. products
are superior to Chinese competitors, and at least
comparable to Western European and Japanese
competitors. Customers who base their purchases
on these competitive advantages will pay a premium
for U.S. CE products over Chinese competitors.
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Spending and Infrastructure Investment Climate
Infrastructure development represents the single
biggest opportunity driver for U.S. CE sector export
growth. Infrastructure development is, at the basic
level, construction activity, and construction activity
fosters demand for CE sector goods. Beyond this
basic cause and effect, however, infrastructure
development feeds CE sector demand indirectly
through improvement in a country’s investment
climate. A well-developed infrastructure fuels
economic development by supporting industrial
growth and cross-border trade. It also facilitates the
distribution of essentials like energy, water,
sanitation and public services. Finally, a stable
investment climate leads to a greater ability to
invest in infrastructure.
A number of countries have government sponsored
infrastructure development plans, and this report
will address those plans in the country case study
section as appropriate. In most instances, however,
private financing is a key supplement to public
funding of national infrastructure development

plans. For this reason, access to capital represents an
opportunity for CE sector exports.
Finally, the overall health of a particular country’s
economy is an important and essential driver of
demand for CE sector goods. Annualized GDP and
GDP growth over time represent a country’s ability
to invest in infrastructure development and
maintenance.
Completion of trade agreements
As noted above, the top three export markets for
the U.S. CE sector are all FTA partners with the
United States. Completion, ratification and
enactment of the US-EU Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (T-TIP) and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) represent strong opportunities to
drive exports, particularly in Asia, where U.S. CE
sector exporters often pay high tariffs in comparison
to already cheaper Chinese products.
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Country Case Studies
The following pages include country case studies that summarize export opportunities in selected
markets. The overviews outline ITA’s analysis of the U.S. export potential in each market. The
markets represent a range of countries to illustrate a variety of points and not the top markets
overall.
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Canada
Canada is the largest market for U.S. CE sector exporters. Sector exports of $54.2
billion/$10.8 billion (2011 to 2015 combined/annualized average) are over 170
percent greater than the amount of the next largest market. Construction and
mining machinery make up the majority of CE sector exports. Canadian buyers
prefer equipment with superior reliability and productivity, which provides U.S.
producers with a relative competitive advantage. Low commodity prices continue
to influence Canada’s economy, which has dampened the demand for CE sector
products. The country is still on track for modest economic growth, which should
limit any sharp drops in sector demand.

Overall
Rank

1

Canada’s Export Market
Canada is by far the largest U.S. export market for CE
sector products. The two countries’ shared
border/cultural values/business practices,
membership in the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), and Canada’s strong and stable
economy make it one of the most important sector
top markets.
For the period from 2011 to 2015, cumulative U.S.
CE sector exports to Canada of $54.2 billion ($10.8
billion annualized average) accounted for 27 percent
of the total global U.S. sector exports. U.S. exports to
Canada were over 170 percent greater than the next
largest export market of Mexico at $31.0 billion.
Construction machinery and mining machinery and
equipment accounted for 69 percent of total sector
U.S. exports to Canada worth $37.5 billion. Exports
of engines for use in these categories of equipment
accounted for 24 percent of exports worth $13.2
billion. Exports of pumps/motors and
cylinders/actuators combined accounted for the
remaining 7 percent of total sector exports at $3.5
billion. Although U.S. CE sector exports to Canada
have experienced short-term declines, long-term
prospects are still positive. U.S. CE sector exports to
Canada have grown 44 percent since 2000 at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 2.7
percent.
After reaching a high of $12.3 billion in 2012, U.S. CE
sector exports to Canada have steadily declined to
$9.1 billion by 2015. This decline mirrored global
export trends for the U.S. CE sector, as post-2008
recession spending leveled off. In addition to this
post-recession spending adjustment, continued

Country Snapshot:
•
Large export volume (largest U.S. CE
sector export market)
•
Long-term steady export growth/shortterm decline
•
Buyers value
reliable/productive/technologically
advanced products

weakness in commodity prices for oil and ore have
continued to slow export demand growth. Unlike
more commodity export-dependent economies such
as Brazil and lesser-developed markets in Africa,
Canada’s more diversified economy is better
positioned to minimize the current low commodity
price cycle.
Canada’s CE sector market is quite similar to the
United States. Buyers of U.S. CE exports are primarily
engaged in commercial and residential construction,
forestry, mining, oil and energy production. Many
U.S. CE sector manufacturers operate Canadian
business units for sales, service and manufacturing.
Domestic Canadian sector manufacturers also
produce construction, mining and forestry
equipment, as well as related service and repair
parts to serve these end users.
Despite continued low prices, Canada is still a major
global exporter of “in demand” commodities.
Canada is a net exporter of crude oil and is the
world’s fifth largest producer, exporting
approximately $100 billion annually at June 2015
11
prices. The country is also among the world’s
leading exporters of coal and gold.
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Challenges and Barriers to Export
U.S. CE sector exports face low barriers to trade in
Canada. As a result of the 1988 enactment of the
Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement
(CAFTA) and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994, U.S. CE sector goods
12
enter Canada duty free. Further, in 2015, Canada
eliminated tariffs on machinery, equipment and
13
inputs for industrial manufacturing. To qualify for
duty free treatment, however, CE sector products
must satisfy NAFTA rules of origin requirements,
which can be a difficult and complex task. To assist
potential exporters with this requirement, the
Department of Commerce maintains a website
containing guidance on satisfying rules of origin
14
requirements. Construction, forestry and mining
business practices in the United States and Canada
are quite similar, so CE sector products
manufactured for the U.S. market can be exported
to Canada with very little modifications beyond
bilingual English/French product labeling and
documentation. Federal law requires bilingual
labeling (aside from name and address), manuals,
instructions, and any other accompanying
documentation for most products sold in Canada.
Currency fluctuations directly affect prices on CE
sector products for Canadian buyers. Although the
U.S.-Canada currency exchange rate has remained
relatively constant in recent years, continued low oil
prices will likely put downward pressure on the
Canadian dollar, driving up the price of U.S. CE sector
exports to Canada.
Opportunities for U.S. CE Exporters
Generally speaking, the opportunity outlook for U.S.
CE sector exporters is very positive. Under NAFTA,
U.S. CE exporters face very few barriers to trade. In
addition, the following factors further increase
Canada’s attractiveness as an export market:
Market stability: While low prices on many of
Canada’s export commodities persist, the Canadian
economy is relatively stable and growing. According
to the Bank of Canada, as the Canadian economy
continues to adjust to sustained low commodity
prices, the predicted GDP growth of 1.7 percent in
15
2016 will rise to 2.3 percent in 2017.

Established dealer network: Virtually all major U.S.
CE manufacturers have established dealer networks
in Canada, which, in turn, feed CE sector export
demand. These dealerships sell large equipment and
offer comprehensive product support services. In
addition, these manufacturers operate sophisticated
parts distribution networks to support their
16
dealers.
Business environment: In addition to the benefits of
th
free trade under NAFTA, Canada is ranked 13 in the
World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index, which is a
positive indicator of business friendly regulations,
intellectual property rights protection, and a
17
generally favorable export climate.
Trade exhibitions: U.S. CE sector exporters have
many opportunities to make contact with
prospective Canadian buyers through trade
exhibitions in North America. CONEXPO/ConAgg (Las
Vegas, NV) is the largest sector trade exhibition in
North America. Held every three years, the show is
widely attended by Canadian buyers and exhibitors.
MINExpo International (Las Vegas, NV) is the world’s
largest trade exhibition for the mining sector and is
held once every four years. Along with annual shows
World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV) and World of
Asphalt (location varies by year), which are focused
on equipment used in the production and
application of materials, these events provide good
opportunities for U.S. CE sector exporters to reach
Canadian buyers. U.S. CE exporters, particularly
those without an established presence in the
country, should consider visiting Canada to establish
a local presence. Joining a U.S. delegation to a
relevant Canadian trade exhibition is another avenue
to relationship building and long-term success.
Know the Buyer
Canadian buyers favor CE sector equipment that is
productive, reliable, and utilizes technology to
achieve these characteristics. Although acquisition
price is a consideration, equipment characteristics
are the primary factor in purchase decisions. In
addition to equipment characteristics, Canadian
buyers demand a strong after-sales support and
service network for CE sector equipment.
Altogether, these characteristics put U.S. CE sector
exporters in a strong competitive position.

Recognized brands: U.S. CE sector brands are well
known and respected in Canada, including U.S.
sector leaders such as Caterpillar and Deere.
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Mexico
Mexico is the second largest market for U.S. CE sector exporters. Sector exports to
Mexico of $31.0 billion/$6.2 billion (2011 to 2015 combined/annualized average)
are more than double the next largest export market. Engines, pumps and motors,
and cylinders and actuators for use in CE sector equipment accounted for two-thirds
of total exports. Mexican buyers look for service, repair parts and machinery that
will stand up to rental/lease applications. Continued low crude oil prices and a
historically strong dollar have slowed Mexico’s strong economic growth; continued
modest economic gains and the country’s plans to invest heavily in infrastructure
development, however, should keep demand for U.S. CE sector exports high in the
long-term.
Mexico’s Export Market
Mexico is the second largest U.S. export market for
CE sector products. The two countries’ shared
border and business practices, membership in the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and
Mexico’s strong and stable economy make it one of
the most important sector top markets.
For the period from 2011 to 2015, cumulative U.S.
CE sector exports to Mexico of $31.0 billion ($6.2
billion annualized average) accounted for 15 percent
of the total global U.S. sector exports. U.S. exports to
Mexico were more than double the next largest
export market of Australia at $13.7 billion. Exports of
engines for use in CE sector equipment accounted
for 62 percent of exports at $19.1 billion.
Construction machinery and mining machinery and
equipment accounted for 31 percent of total U.S. CE
sector exports to Mexico at $9.5 billion. Exports of
pumps/motors and cylinders/actuators combined
accounted for the remaining 7 percent of exports at
$2.4 billion.
Unlike those to the majority of other markets, U.S.
CE exports to Mexico grew every year since the end
of the 2008 recession until 2015, when exports
declined by 21.5 percent. Despite this short-term
decline, U.S. CE sector exports to Mexico have
experienced long-term sustained growth. In addition
to uninterrupted sector growth from 2008 to 2014,
U.S. CE sector exports to Mexico grew 173.5 percent
at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 6.9
percent from 2000 to 2015.
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•
Service and repair parts are a large
percentage of U.S. CE sector exports

Mexico’s CE sector market differs somewhat from its
NAFTA partners in the United States and Canada,
and these differences are likely contributors to
export growth for the U.S. CE sector. Unlike the
United States and Canada, where many end users
purchase equipment, a lack of capital by
construction equipment end users means they are
much less likely to purchase machinery outright.
Instead, these users enter into rental or lease
arrangements with manufacturer-affiliated or
independent rental companies. Rent/lease
arrangements allow access to U.S. CE sector
equipment without major cash investment. This
practice leads to a large lease/rental equipment
base, which in turn represents an attractive market
for CE sector service and repair parts. As the
lease/rental equipment ages, demand for service
and repair parts, including engines, rises. The high
percentage of engine and service and repair parts
(62 percent) as a percentage of total CE sector
exports supports this observation.
The customer base for these CE sector equipment
rental companies include small, medium and large
contractors as well as large construction firms
engaged primarily in the following sectors: oil and
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gas, utility and electrical, general infrastructure, and
commercial and residential construction. In addition,
many U.S. CE sector companies operate Mexican
business units for sales, service and manufacturing.
Although Mexico does possess a significant
manufacturing industry, U.S. CE sector exporters do
not face any meaningful competition from domestic
competitors in the sector.
Challenges and Barriers to Export
Barriers to export for U.S. CE sector goods are not
significant. As a result of the enactment of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994,
18
U.S. CE sector goods enter into Mexico duty free.
To qualify for duty free treatment, however, CE
sector products must satisfy NAFTA rules of origin
requirements, which can be a difficult and complex
task. To assist potential exporters with this
requirement, the Department of Commerce
maintains a website containing guidance on
19
satisfying rules of origin requirements.
Customs documentation/compliance for export
goods can be problematic. Import documentation is
complex, and although not required by law, the use
of a customs broker maybe necessary to successfully
export from the United States to Mexico.
Mexico’s largest export commodity is crude oil, and
continued low prices directly affect Mexico’s
economic performance and forecast. Slower
economic growth, as well as reduced funding for
public and private infrastructure development,
impact demand for U.S. CE sector exports.
Currency fluctuations directly affect prices on CE
sector products for Mexican buyers. The Mexican
peso has continued to weaken against the U.S.
dollar. After reaching an all-time high in February
2016, the U.S. dollar weakened slightly but is still up
over 14 percent over the past twelve months against
20
the peso. Continued low oil prices will likely put
further downward pressure on the peso and drive
prices of U.S. CE sector exports up.
Opportunities for U.S. CE Exporters
Despite these challenges, the opportunity outlook
for U.S. CE sector exporters remains positive. Under
NAFTA, U.S. CE exporters face very few barriers to
trade. In addition, the following factors further
increase Mexico’s attractiveness as an export
market:

Market stability: Although low prices on crude oil
persist, the Mexican economy is relatively stable and
growing. The Mexican economy lost some
momentum in the first half of 2015; however,
economic growth of 2.3 percent is predicted to
21
increase to 3.0 percent by 2017.
Recognized brands: U.S. CE sector brands are well
known and respected in Mexico, including U.S.
sector leaders such as Caterpillar and Deere.
Established dealer network: Virtually all major U.S.
CE manufacturers have established dealer networks
in Mexico, which, in turn, feed CE sector export
demand. Unlike other developed markets, end users
typically rent or lease equipment for use. These
dealerships, along with other independent agents,
make large equipment, service and repair parts, and
product support services available to end users and
22
offer comprehensive product support services.
Business environment: In addition to the benefits of
th
free trade under NAFTA, Mexico is ranked 38 in the
World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index, which is a
positive indicator of business friendly regulations
23
and a generally favorable export climate.
Intellectual property rights protection has
strengthened over the past several years due to
stricter laws protecting IPR, harsher penalties for
violation, and stronger enforcement at the federal
24
level.
National Infrastructure Plan (NIP): The government
of Mexico’s recognition of the need for adequate
infrastructure to support economic activity
prompted the publication of the National
Infrastructure Program (NIP) for 2014 to 2018. The
NIP includes a diverse array of projects that would
result in expenditures from the public and private
sectors upwards of $600 billion for upgrades in many
sectors, including those for transportation,
communications networks, energy (power
generation, oil and gas), water, health care, urban
development and housing, and tourism. Although
doubts exist about the country’s ability to organize,
fund and execute the totality of the NIP, the plan’s
publication makes clear the desire for
comprehensive investments in infrastructure
25
development.
Trade exhibitions: U.S. CE sector exporters have
many opportunities to make contact with
prospective Mexican buyers through trade
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exhibitions in North America. CONEXPO/ConAgg (Las
Vegas, NV) is the largest sector trade exhibition in
North America. Held every three years, the show is
widely attended by Mexican buyers and exhibitors.
MINExpo International (Las Vegas, NV) is the world’s
largest trade exhibition for the mining sector and is
held once every four years. Along with annual shows
World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV) and World of
Asphalt (location varies by year), which are focused
on equipment used in production and application of
materials, these events provide good opportunities
for U.S. CE sector exporters to reach Mexican
buyers. The largest and most important CE sector
trade show in Mexico is Expo CIHAC (Mexico City).
EXPO CIHAC is actually the largest CE sector trade
exhibition in Latin America and has expanded to
include a regional trade exhibition Expo CIHAC
Occidente in Guadalajara.

Know the Buyer
Engines, cylinders and actuators, and pumps and
motors make up two-thirds of U.S. CE sector exports
to Mexico. These components are used to service a
large, pre-existing equipment base. Mexican buyers
look for CE sector service and repair parts that will
maximize the service life of this large equipment
base. As for construction equipment, Mexican
buyers look for equipment that is productive,
reliable, and utilizes technology to achieve these
characteristics. Since much of the construction
equipment exported to Mexico ends up in rental or
lease applications, service life and easy, low-cost
maintenance are also factors in purchase decisions.
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Australia
After a decade-long period of historic economic growth and construction driven
largely by commodity exports, the Australian economy is transitioning to a more
modest growth pattern as a result of lower commodity prices and a shift from
construction to production. Despite these challenges and its distance from the
United States, Australia is still the third largest U.S. export market for CE sector
products. The Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA), Australian
end users’ preferences for productive, reliable and technologically advanced CE
sector products, and modest yet steady economic growth contribute to its
desirability as a CE sector market.

Australia’s Export Market
For the period from 2011 to 2015, cumulative U.S.
CE sector exports to Australia of $13.7 billion ($2.7
billion annualized average) accounted for 7 percent
of total worldwide U.S. sector exports. Construction
machinery and mining machinery and equipment
accounted for 78 percent of total U.S. CE sector
exports to Australia at $10.7 billion. Exports of
engines for use in CE sector equipment accounted
for 17 percent of exports at $2.3 billion. Exports of
pumps/motors and cylinders/actuators combined
accounted for the remaining 5 percent of sector
exports at $635 million.
After reaching a high of $4.8 billion in 2012, U.S. CE
exports to Australia fell a total of 69 percent to $1.5
billion by 2015. This decline mirrored global export
trends for the U.S. CE sector, as post-2008 recession
spending leveled off. Australia is heavily dependent
on mining, oil and natural gas commodity exports,
and continued low commodity prices likely
contributed to the particularly sharp drop-off in U.S.
sector exports. In 2014, iron, coal, gold and
aluminum represented 38 percent of Australia’s total
exports with crude oil and natural gas contributed
26
another 9 percent. Continued low commodity
prices will likely impact overall economic growth and
demand for CE sector products.
Australia’s CE sector market is quite favorable to U.S.
manufacturers. Buyers of U.S. CE sector exports are
engaged in commercial and residential construction,
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mining, oil and energy production, and development
of infrastructure to connect the country’s mainly
coastal population centers with each other as well as
the interior regions. End users engaged in the mining
and oil and gas sectors require machinery with the
highest level of productivity and reliability. In
addition, Australia’s geography and population
distribution requires considerable CE sector
equipment usage in remote locations. U.S. CE sector
manufacturers are both well-known and respected,
with established dealer networks for sales and
service. Strong competitors from Western Europe,
Japan and South Korea, however, represent a
challenge for U.S. companies competing in the
Australian market in the high productivity/reliability
category. Domestic Australian CE sector
manufacturers do not constitute meaningful
competition for U.S. CE sector exporters.
U.S. CE sector exports to Australia have declined
sharply over the past two years; however, long-term
positive economic indicators continue to make
Australia an important and favorable market for CE
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sector exporters. U.S. CE sector exports to Australia
have grown 130.3 percent since 2000 at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 5.7
percent. Australia’s GDP is projected to increase by
27
2.8 percent in 2016 and 3.0 percent in 2017. The
country recorded 23 consecutive years of economic
growth through 2014, fueled primarily by
commodity exports. Although the continued
downturn in commodity prices has influenced
economic performance, Australia is still positioned
to benefit long-term when prices rebound.
Challenges and Barriers to Export
Barriers to export for U.S. CE sector goods are low.
Enactment of the Australia-United States Free Trade
Agreement (AUSFTA) on January 1, 2005 granted
immediate, duty free treatment to CE sector
28
goods. Although not particularly difficult or
complex, duty free treatment for U.S. CE sector
products is contingent upon satisfaction of rules of
origin requirements. AUSFTA does not share a
common “rules of origin” documentation process
29
with NAFTA , so exporters more familiar with
exporting to Canada or Mexico should be aware that
they would need to complete documentation
applicable to this agreement to receive duty free
status.
Although U.S. CE sector exports face low barriers to
trade in Australia due to AUSFTA, exporters do
encounter challenges. Australia has entered into
30
31
FTAs with South Korea and China, and an
32
economic partnership with Japan, which
individually result in the reduction or elimination of
tariffs on imports of CE sector goods from these
countries. Japanese and Korean CE sector products
are comparable to U.S. products in terms of
productivity and reliability, so duty free entry of
products from these countries represents a
particular challenge.
A weaker Australian dollar over the past twenty-four
months has dampened CE sector demand. After
trading at or above parity as recently as April 2013,
the Australian dollar fell to a low of 0.68 against the
U.S. dollar in January 2016 before recovering slightly,
effectively reducing Australian buyers’ purchasing
power for U.S. CE sector products by more than 25
33
percent.

The primary current challenge for U.S. CE exporters,
however, is the transition from a construction to
production economic cycle. Low commodity prices
and a weaker Australian dollar contribute to
decreased demand, and the transition away from
historic growth activity to more normal levels of
construction activity will only continue to depress
demand for U.S. CE sector products in Australia.
Opportunities for U.S. CE Exporters
Although the challenges brought by a transitioning
economy are very real, Australia remains an overall
favorable export market for U.S. CE sector goods in
the long-term. The following factors enhance
Australia’s attractiveness as an export market:
Duty free trade status for CE sector goods: Under
AUSFTA, virtually all properly documented CE sector
goods enter into Australia duty free. Construction
and mining business practices in the United States
and Australia are similar, and there are no
language/translation issues with product labeling or
documentation.
Market stability: As previously mentioned,
Australia’s long-term market stability represents a
favorable export climate for U.S. CE sector players.
Despite the transition from a commodity export-led
construction cycle to a more normal productionfocused period, modest GDP growth and an eventual
recovery in commodity prices will likely sustain
demand for U.S. CE sector products.
Recognized brands: U.S. CE sector brands are well
known and respected in Australia. U.S. sector
leaders such as Caterpillar and Deere are recognized
brands and their products are widely available.
Established dealer networks: Virtually all major large
U.S. CE manufacturers have well-established dealer
networks, either independent or through affiliated
manufacturers. These dealerships sell large
equipment and offer comprehensive product
support services in addition to sophisticated parts
distribution networks to support their dealers.
Business environment: In addition to the benefits of
th
free trade under AUSFTA, Australia is ranked 12 in
the 2015 World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index,
which is a positive indicator of business friendly
regulations, intellectual property rights protection,
34
and a generally favorable export climate.
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Trade exhibitions: Although Australia is less
geographically proximate than other U.S. FTA
partners, U.S. CE sector exporters still have
opportunities to make contact with prospective
Australian buyers through trade exhibitions in North
America. CONEXPO/ConAgg (Las Vegas, NV) is the
largest sector trade exhibition in North America.
Held every three years, the show is widely attended
by Australian buyers and exhibitors. MINExpo
International (Las Vegas, NV) is the world’s largest
trade exhibition for the mining sector and is held
once every four years. Along with annual shows
World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV) and World of
Asphalt (location varies by year), which are focused
on equipment used in production and application of
materials, these events provide good opportunities
for U.S. CE sector exporters to reach Australian
buyers. Australia’s most prominent CE sector trade
show is the Australian Construction Equipment (ACE)
Expo in Melbourne. An ACE Expo was to be held in
eastern Australia in Brisbane in 2015; however,
according to the event organizer the event was
postponed due to acknowledgement of the current
state of the Queensland market and rescheduled to
35
2016. CIVENEX is Australia’s premier infrastructure
trade show with a focus on exhibitors supplying

equipment for local governments, public works and
major contractors. This year’s event will be held in
36
Richmond, New South Wales. The biennial Asia
Pacific International Mining Exhibition (AIMEX) is the
region’s largest mining products trade exhibition.
37
AIMEX will next be held in Sydney in August 2017.
Know the Buyer
Australian buyers are very similar to U.S. buyers of
CE sector products. Construction and mining
equipment make up 79 percent of total exports, and
users engaged in the mining and oil and gas sectors
demand machinery with the highest level of
productivity and reliability that can work in
difficult/remote environments and locations with
limited onsite support. With the general slowdown
of construction activity in Australia, however, buyers
are becoming increasingly cost-conscious.
Availability of lower-end, lower-cost Chinese CE
products presents buyers with a viable alternative,
and improvements in productivity and reliability of
these products will make them an increasingly
attractive alternative.
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China
China is the fourth largest U.S. export market for CE sector products and the largest
non-FTA export market. Sector exports of $9.9 billion/$2.0 billion (2011 to 2015
combined/annualized average) reflect the trend of long-term export growth and nearterm declines. Strong competition from domestic manufacturers, as well as the Chinese
government’s efforts to support domestic production, will continue to challenge U.S.
exporters. CE sector exports will likely continue to decline, and it is therefore important
for U.S. companies to understand fully the challenges and opportunities inherent in
exporting to China.
China’s Export Market
For the period from 2011 to 2015, cumulative U.S.
CE sector exports to China of $9.9 billion accounted
for 4.9 percent of total global U.S. sector exports.
Construction machinery and mining machinery and
equipment accounted for 44.0 percent of total
sector U.S. exports to China at $4.6 billion. Exports of
engines for use in these categories of equipment
accounted for 45.0 percent of exports at $4.7 billion.
Exports of pumps/motors and cylinders/actuators
combined accounted for 11.0 percent of total at $1.1
billion.
After reaching a high of $2.7 billion in 2011, annual
U.S. CE exports to China have decreased 51 percent
to $1.3 billion in 2015. The initial decline mirrored
global export trends for the U.S. CE sector, as post2008 recession spending leveled off. Continued and
sharp declines in exports, however, reflect the
overall competitive landscape in the Chinese CE
market.
China’s CE sector market is dominated by domestic
manufacturers, particularly at the wholegoods/machinery level. Chinese manufacturers such
as Sany, SDLG, Liugong and Zoomlion have rapidly
expanded their product offering over the past
twenty years. Chinese manufacturers’ equipment is
not typically equivalent to that of leading US,
Japanese, and European producers from a
productivity, reliability and technology standpoint.
Chinese manufacturers, however, are narrowing the
gap through acquisitions, mergers, and joint
38
ventures with non-Chinese competitors. Lower
manufacturing costs in China, coupled with
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improving domestic product offerings, present a
challenge to U.S. CE sector machinery exporters.
Buyers of U.S. CE exports are primarily engaged in
commercial and residential construction,
infrastructure development, mining, oil and energy
production. China’s government-sponsored National
Plan for New Urbanization and One Belt One Road
initiatives will likely continue to drive demand for CE
sector products through construction activities in
urban areas as well as land and maritime transit
39
between China and regional trade partners.
Additionally, China’s status as the largest global
consumer of coal, and exploration of untapped oil
reserves in western interior provinces and offshore,
40
will drive demand for CE sector products.
Since 2000, U.S. CE sector exports to China have
grown by 467.2 percent and a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12.3 percent. Sector export
declines since 2011, however, will likely continue as
China’s overall economic growth slows. As domestic
Chinese competitors continue to improve their
products, U.S. CE sector exporters’
productivity/reliability/technology advantages will
decrease, placing potential further downward
pressure on exports.
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Challenges and Barriers to Export
China’s slowing economy: China’s sustained, doubledigit economic growth is slowing. According to the
United States Commercial Service Country
Commercial Guide for China, GDP fell to 7.4 percent
in 2014, down from 7.7 percent in 2013 and 10.4
percent in 2010. GDP growth is now at its lowest in
41
25 years. As the Chinese economy continues to
settle into a more normal growth cycle, demand for
CE sector products will likely be affected.
Intellectual property (IP) protection: IP security
remains a serious concern for CE sector exporters to
China. Despite efforts to improve protection and
enforcement of IP rights, China remains on the USG
Priority Watch List in the 2015 Special 301 Report,
particularly in the area of theft of trade secrets. Such
theft occurs inside and outside of China for the
competitive advantage of Chinese state-owned and
42
private companies.
Chinese competitors: Chinese domestic CE
manufacturers offer significantly cheaper products.
Rather than compete directly with U.S. CE exporters,
Chinese producers are positioning their equipment
as a “value” alternative (i.e. less expensive) while
becoming increasingly competitive from a
productivity/reliability/technology standpoint.
Opportunities for U.S. CE Exporters
Government sponsored growth initiatives:
Government sponsored growth and development
initiatives will increase demand for CE sector
products to build out residential/commercial
construction and infrastructure to realize the goals
of these plans. Most prominent amongst these
initiatives is the 2014 National Plan for New
Urbanization, which aims to increase the percentage
of China’s population living in urban areas to 60
43
percent (up from 54 percent in 2014). The One Belt
One Road Economic Cooperation framework aims to
concentrate economic cooperation throughout
Eurasia through policy coordination, facilities
connectivity, trade, and financial integration.
Cooperation on facilities/infrastructure connectivity
between China and neighboring countries may

present sector export opportunities for U.S. CE
44
sector products through construction activities.
Energy consumption: China’s is the world’s largest
energy consumer and second largest oil consumer.
As the country’s oil demand increases, efforts to find
new sources in the western provinces and offshore
areas will increase, driving demand for CE sector
equipment to construct exploration and refinery
45
facilities as well as infrastructure to service them.
th

Business environment: China is ranked 84 (out of
189) in the World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index,
which is a positive indicator of business friendly
regulations, access to finance and a generally
46
favorable export climate.
Trade exhibitions: U.S. CE sector exporters have
many opportunities to make contact with
prospective Chinese buyers through trade
exhibitions in North America. CONEXPO/ConAgg (Las
Vegas, NV) is the largest sector trade exhibition in
North America. Held every three years, the show is
widely attended by Chinese buyers and exhibitors.
MINExpo International (Las Vegas, NV) is the world’s
largest trade exhibition for the mining sector and is
held once every four years. Along with annual shows
World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV) and World of
Asphalt (location varies by year), which are focused
on equipment used in production and application of
materials, these events provide good opportunities
for U.S. CE sector exporters to reach Chinese buyers.
Know the Buyer
Chinese buyers have two distinct choices for CE
sector purchases: U.S., Japanese, and European CE
sector equipment that is more productive, reliable,
and technologically advanced, or lower-cost but less
productive/reliable Chinese products. Chinese
manufacturers are developing and refining their
products through their own exports and
collaborations abroad and carving out a new “value
technology” segment for their lower tech/less
expensive products. Selling Chinese buyers on the
benefit of U.S. CE sector products is the primary
challenge for potential exporters.
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Vietnam
Vietnam is a growing market for U.S. CE producers with sector exports of $387
million/$77.4 billion (2011 to 2015 combined/annualized average). Construction
machinery and engines make up the majority of CE sector exports. Although
urbanization and infrastructure growth push Vietnamese buyers towards CE sector
products with superior reliability and productivity, less-costly Chinese products are
widely available and an attractive alternative to U.S. CE products. Passage and
enactment of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which would eliminate tariffs of
up to 59 percent on U.S. CE sector products, would also place exporters in a much
more favorable competitive position in Vietnam.
Vietnam’s Export Market
Vietnam’s strong and rapidly growing economy,
improving business environment, and population of
93 million combine to create an inviting commercial
environment. The Vietnamese economy will require
increasingly large investments in
residential/commercial construction and
infrastructure. Although some challenges and
barriers exist, U.S. CE sector exporters should look to
Vietnam as an attractive potential market.
For the period from 2011 to 2015, cumulative U.S.
CE sector exports to Vietnam totaled $387 million.
Construction machinery and engines for use in CE
sector machinery accounted for 82 percent of total
sector exports at $319 million. Mining machinery
and equipment accounted for 15 percent of total
sector U.S. exports to Vietnam at $57 million.
Exports of pumps/motors and cylinders/actuators
combined accounted for the remaining 3 percent of
total sector exports at $11 million. Despite year-onyear gains and losses, the long-term trend of U.S. CE
sector exports to Vietnam is positive. U.S. CE sector
exports have grown 1400 percent since 2000 at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 19.8
percent.
After reaching a post-2008 global recession high of
$78.4 million in 2011, U.S. CE sector exports to
Vietnam fell 33 percent to $52 million in 2012, then
rose again to an all-time high of $121.3 million by
2015. This decline mirrored global export trends for
the U.S. CE sector as post-2008 recession spending
leveled off. In addition to this post-recession
spending adjustment, continued weakness in
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commodity prices for oil and ore have continued to
slow export demand growth.
Vietnam’s CE sector market is quite different in
comparison to large export volume markets such as
Canada, Mexico and Australia. In these markets, U.S.
CE sector exporters can compete on product quality,
reliability and technology due in large part to welldeveloped dealership networks. These dealers
contribute to brand awareness and provide a
comprehensive sales and service network that
support their products. In addition, potential cost
impacts are mitigated somewhat by free trade
agreements in these countries. By comparison, U.S.
CE exporters’ dealer presences in Vietnam are much
more limited. Vietnam’s proximity to China also
provides Chinese CE manufacturers easy access for
their lower-cost products.
Buyers of U.S. CE exports are primarily engaged in
commercial and residential construction,
infrastructure, oil and energy production. Vietnam
does not possess any meaningful CE sector
manufacturing capability and therefore depends
almost exclusively on imported machinery.
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Challenges and Barriers to Export
Despite some strong opportunities, U.S. CE sector
exporters do face challenges in accessing Vietnam’s
CE sector.
Business ethics: According to the United States
Commercial Service Country Commercial Guide,
implementation of the country’s anti-corruption
laws is problematic. Corruption and administrative
red tape within the government of Vietnam remains
a challenge for foreign companies doing business in
47
Vietnam. Vietnam now ranks 112th (out of 167) on
Transparency International’s 2015 Corruption
th
th
Perceptions Index (Malaysia 54 , Thailand 76 ,
rd
th
th 48
China 83 , Indonesia 88 , and Philippines 95 ).
Intellectual property (IP) protection: IP protection
and enforcement are concerns in Vietnam, which in
2015 remained on USTR’s Special 301 Watch List.
th
According to industry indices, Vietnam ranks 85 out
th
49
of 129 globally, 15 out of 20 in Southeast Asia and
50
last among the TPP countries in quality of
intellectual property rights protections – though it is
noted that Vietnam perhaps has the most to gain
from successful implementation of the TPP. As
reported by the United States Commercial Service in
Vietnam, many businesses, both foreign and
domestic, found ineffective protection of intellectual
property to be a significant challenge to doing
51
business.
High tariffs on CE sector products: Pending passage
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), U.S. CE sector
exporters currently face tariffs of up to 59 percent in
Vietnam. By comparison, Chinese CE sector exports
52
face much lower duties.
Low cost competition from China: Low-cost CE
products represent a serious challenge to U.S. CE
exporters. Lower acquisition cost for Chinese goods
mitigates U.S. CE producers’
productivity/reliability/technology advantages in the
Vietnamese market.
Opportunities for U.S. CE Exporters
Despite challenges and barriers, the opportunity
outlook for U.S. CE sector exporters is positive and
improving. Robust economic growth, consistent and
growing investment in infrastructure development,
challenges in the economic relationship between
Vietnam and China, and new economic

opportunities under the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) contribute to a strong CE sector export
climate.
Economic growth: For the period from 2011 to 2015,
53
Vietnam’s GDP growth was 6.0 percent. More
specifically, GDP growth attributed to construction
and industry was 8.35 percent for the first quarter of
54
2015. Despite the Vietnamese economy’s
dependence on a number of currently low-priced
commodity exports, near-term GDP growth is
predicted to continue at 6.5 percent in 2016 and 6.7
55
percent in 2017.
Implementation of major infrastructure projects:
Concurrent to strong GDP growth, Vietnam has
experienced a high level of investment in
infrastructure development. For the first ten years of
this century, infrastructure development investment
56
averaged 9 to 10 percent of GDP. With an
estimated need for infrastructure investment of
$200 billion by 2020 to sustain current levels of
growth, Vietnam’s Ministry of Planning and
Investment has launched a plan to encourage
infrastructure investment through public-private57
partnerships (PPP).
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP): Currently, U.S. CE
sector exporters face tariffs of up to 59 percent in
Vietnam. Vietnam’s membership in TPP will
immediately reduce duties on 82.9 percent of
machinery, including U.S. CE sector products, and
58
99.5 percent of CE products within four years.
Business environment: In addition to the benefits of
free trade under TPP, Vietnam’s business
environment continues to improve. Vietnam
th
th
advanced from 99 in 2014 to 90 (out of 189) in
59
the World Bank 2015 Ease of Doing Business Index.
Trade exhibitions: U.S. CE sector exporters have
many opportunities to make contact with
prospective Vietnamese buyers through trade
exhibitions in North America. CONEXPO/ConAgg (Las
Vegas, NV) is the largest sector trade exhibition in
North America. Held every three years, the show is
widely attended by Vietnamese buyers and
exhibitors. MINExpo International (Las Vegas, NV) is
the world’s largest trade exhibition for the mining
sector and is held once every four years. Along with
annual shows World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV) and
World of Asphalt (location varies by year), which are
focused on equipment used in production and
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application of materials, these events provide good
opportunities for U.S. CE sector exporters to reach
Vietnamese buyers.
Know the Buyer
Vietnamese buyers have two basic choices for CE
sector purchases: (1) U.S., Japanese, and European
CE sector equipment with superior productivity,
reliability, and technology or (2) less
productive/reliable/advanced, yet lower-cost,
Chinese products. Unlike some other export

markets, U.S. CE sector exporters do not have a welldeveloped dealer network that can maximize brand
awareness/product knowledge and provide strong
after-sales support and service. Despite the price
difference and dealer network challenges, strong
sector export growth to Vietnam would indicate that
buyers increasingly favor more productive, reliable,
and technologically advanced CE sector products.
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Addendum: Resources for U.S. Exporters
The U.S. Government has numerous resources available to help U.S. exporters: from additional market
research, to guides to export financing, to overseas trade missions, to staff around the country and the
world. A few key resources are highlighted below. For additional information about services from the
International Trade Administration (ITA), please visit www.export.gov.
Country Commercial Guides
http://export.gov/ccg/
Written by U.S. Embassy trade experts worldwide,
the Country Commercial Guides provide an excellent
starting point for what you need to know about
exporting and doing business in a foreign market.
The reports include sections addressing market
overview, challenges, opportunities and entry
strategies; political environment; selling U.S.
products and services; trade regulations, customs,
and standards; and much more.
Basic Guide to Exporting
http://export.gov/basicguide/
A Basic Guide to Exporting addresses virtually every
issue a company looking to export might face.
Numerous sections, charts, lists and definitions
throughout the book’s 19 chapters provide in-depth
information and solid advice about the key activities
and issues relevant to any prospective exporter.
Trade Finance Guide: A Quick Reference for U.S.
Exporters
http://www.export.gov/tradefinanceguide/index.asp
Trade Finance Guide: A Quick Reference for U.S.
Exporters is designed to help U.S. companies,
especially small and medium-sized enterprises, learn
the basics of trade finance so that they can turn their
export opportunities into actual sales and achieve
the ultimate goal of getting paid on time for those
sales. Concise, two-page chapters offer the basics of
numerous financing techniques, from open accounts
to forfaiting and government assisted foreign-buyer
financing.
Trade Missions
http://www.export.gov/trademissions/
Department of Commerce trade missions are
overseas programs for U.S. firms that wish to explore
and pursue export opportunities by meeting directly
with potential clients in local markets. Trade
missions include among other activities: one-on-one
meetings with foreign industry executives and

government officials that are pre-screened to match
specific business objectives.
Certified Trade Fairs
http://www.export.gov/eac/show_short_trade_eve
nts.asp?CountryName=null&StateName=null&Indust
ryName=null&TypeName=International%20Trade%2
0Fair&StartDate=null&EndDate=null
The Department of Commerce's trade fair
certification program endorses overseas trade shows
that are a reliable venue and a good market for U.S.
firms to sell their products and services abroad.
These shows serve as a vital access vehicle for U.S.
firms to enter and expand to foreign markets. The
certified show/U.S. pavilion ensures a high-quality,
multi-faceted opportunity for American companies
to successfully market overseas. Among other
benefits, certified trade fairs provide U.S. exhibitors
with help facilitating contacts, market information,
counseling, and other services to enhance their
marketing efforts.
International Buyer Program
http://export.gov/ibp/
The International Buyer Program (IBP) brings
thousands of international buyers to the United
States for business-to-business matchmaking with
U.S. firms exhibiting at major industry trade shows.
Every year, the International Buyer Program results
in millions of dollars in new business for U.S.
companies by bringing pre-screened international
buyers, representatives and distributors to selected
shows. U.S. country and industry experts are on site
at IBP shows to provide hands-on export counseling,
market analysis, and matchmaking services. Each
IBP show also has an International Business Center,
where U.S. companies can meet privately with
prospective international buyers, prospective sales
representatives, and business partners and obtain
assistance from experienced ITA staff.
The Advocacy Center
http://www.export.gov/advocacy/
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The Advocacy Center coordinates U.S. government
interagency advocacy efforts on behalf of U.S.
exporters bidding on public-sector contracts with
overseas governments and government agencies.
The Advocacy Center helps to ensure that sales of
U.S. products and services have the best possible
chance competing abroad. Advocacy assistance is
wide and varied but often involves companies that
want the U.S. Government to communicate a
message to foreign governments or governmentowned corporations on behalf of their commercial
interest, typically in a competitive bid contest.

U.S. Commercial Service
http://www.export.gov/usoffices/index.asp
With offices throughout the United States and in
U.S. Embassies and consulates in nearly 80 countries,
the U.S. Commercial Service utilizes its global
network of trade professionals to connect U.S.
companies with international buyers worldwide.
Whether looking to make their first export sale or
expand to additional international markets,
companies will find the expertise they need to tap
into lucrative opportunities and increase their
bottom line. This includes trade counseling,
actionable market intelligence, business
matchmaking and commercial diplomacy.
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Appendix 1: Methodology Detail
ITA’s methodology for identifying top markets for U.S. CE sector exports utilized a combination approach that
considered historical export trade data as well as factors, or “drivers,” of global CE sector trade. In ITA’s view,
export data provided a quantifiable evaluation of top U.S. CE sector export markets from a historical perspective.
Based upon its understanding of the global CE sector market, ITA then examined a number of factors that drive
export demand for CE sector products. Factors with readily available, quantifiable and consistently defined data on
a country-specific basis were selected. Numerical values were assigned to these factors and the weighted average
values for each of the factors were aggregated to arrive at a final numerical score for each market. In ITA’s view,
this list of markets represents some of the best opportunities for U.S. CE sector players to sustain and carry CE
sector export growth forward.
Trade Data
For the historical sector export analysis, the CE sector was identified using the North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS). NAICS is the USG standard used by statistical agencies to classify business
establishments for the purpose of collecting, analyzing and publishing statistical data related to the U.S. economy.
Therefore, defining the CE sector via NAICS codes allowed the United States to use data collected by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for export analysis.
The following NAICS codes, which correspond to those used for the National Export Initiative (NEI) Sector Action
Plan for Construction Machinery and Related Equipment, are covered by this report:
•
•

•
•
•

333120 Construction Machinery Manufacturing: This industry is comprised of establishments primarily
engaged in manufacturing construction machinery, surface mining machinery, and logging equipment.
333131 Mining Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised of establishments
primarily engaged in (1) manufacturing underground mining machinery and equipment, such as coal breakers,
mining cars, core drills, coal cutters and rock drills, and (2) manufacturing mineral beneficiating machinery and
equipment used in surface or underground mines.
333618 Other Engine Equipment Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised of establishments primarily
engaged in manufacturing internal combustion engines (except automotive gasoline and aircraft).
333995 Fluid Power Cylinder and Actuator Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised of establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing fluid power (i.e., hydraulic and pneumatic) cylinders and actuators.
333996 Fluid Power Pump and Motor Manufacturing: This U.S. industry is comprised of establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing fluid power (i.e., hydraulic and pneumatic) pumps and motors.

Utilizing the five selected NAICS codes, the top 25 U.S. CE sectors export markets based on cumulative exports
from 2011 to 2015 are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Canada
Mexico
Australia
China
Brazil
Chile
United Kingdom
Belgium
South Africa
Germany
Singapore
Peru
Russia
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Colombia
Saudi Arabia
Japan
India
Korea
France
United Arab Emirates
Netherlands
Venezuela
Argentina
Sweden
Italy

Export Drivers
Infrastructure Development: Global infrastructure development is perhaps the primary driver of CE export growth
and sustained demand. Building new infrastructure and maintaining existing infrastructure require large amounts
of construction machinery to accomplish.
A comprehensive data source that captured not only the existence of infrastructure activity, but also the
investment climate for future infrastructure spending and activity, and downstream effects of infrastructure
growth would be the most informative indicator. Based on these criteria, data from the Second Global
Infrastructure Investment Index 2014, an annual report produced by ARCADIS NV, was used. ARCADIS is a
Netherlands-based, globally-recognized design, engineering and management consulting firm with over 130 years
60
of experience. ARCADIS currently has 28,000 employees and projects in over 70 countries. The ARCADIS Report
ranks the world’s 41 most dynamic countries with the greatest potential for, and investment in, infrastructure
development based on a number of criteria including economic health, ease and risk of doing business, state of
61
existing infrastructure and access to finance.
Residential and commercial construction: Similar to infrastructure development and maintenance, residential and
commercial construction activities require large amounts of construction machinery.
Finding an appropriate data source to quantify residential and commercial construction was problematic. Despite a
considerable amount of research, no single reliable and consistent source for this data by country was identified.
The next step was to examine data on the building materials used in construction, including steel, concrete,
asphalt, glass and wood products. After comprehensive research, country specific usage data for steel in the 2015
62
World Steel Association Steel Statistical Yearbook was identified. This report thus used country specific data
contained in Apparent Steel Use (crude steel equivalent) for 2013, which is the most recent available annual data.
Economic activity: Producing, buying, or selling products or services is a driver for the construction of commercial
property that is necessary to produce, buy and sell goods and services. Consumers engaging in these activities are,
in turn, potential buyers of new homes/residential construction. In addition, economic activity requires adequate
infrastructure to move goods and services from producer to seller to buyer. ITA wanted to capture both the
absolute value of spending in potential markets, as well as economic growth trends. Therefore, ITA used the 2014
gross domestic product (GDP) reports by country and the 2010 to 2014 average GDP growth to capture current
63
and trend data.
Aggregation of weighted average factors
Utilizing export trade data and export driver surrogate data, the final list of top markets was developed using the
following methodology:
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Using the ARCADIS 2014 Global Infrastructure Investment Index rankings, ITA selected an initial “base” list
comprised of the top 25 markets. Based on historical exports of CE sector products, ITA elected to add Brazil
(32nd) and Russia (34th) to the list of top 25 ranked infrastructure markets for a base list of 27 markets. ITA
assigned a numerical value of 20 to the highest ranked infrastructure market, 19 to the second highest, and so on
to a value of 1 for the 20th infrastructure market. Markets 21 through 25, Russia, and Brazil were assigned a value
of 0.
Using this base list of 27 countries, ITA re-ranked the 27 markets in four new lists for each of the countries based
on the following data:
Raw Steel Usage 2014 (World Steel Association)
Gross Domestic Product 2014 (World Bank)
Average GDP Growth 2010 to 2014 (World Bank)
U.S. Sector Exports 2011 to 2015 (by NAICS codes and data from U.S. Bureau of the Census)
As with the ARCADIS Infrastructure Index list, ITA assigned a value of 20 to 1 for the top 20 countries and a value of
0 for those markets ranked 21st and lower for each lists.
ITA then applied a weighted average multiplier to the numerical scores for each of the lists as follows:
ARCADIS Infrastructure Investment Index - 40 percent
Raw Steel Usage - 10 percent
GDP - 20 percent
Average GDP Growth – 10 percent
U.S. Sector Exports – 20 percent
Finally, ITA aggregated the weighted average scores for the five factors by country and rank-ordered the 27
markets based on their total numerical score, resulting in the following list of CE sector top markets:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Canada
China
Singapore
Australia
UK
Germany
Japan
Qatar
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Brazil
Chile
India
Sweden
Mexico
Malaysia
Russia
Norway
South Korea
Netherlands
France
Belgium
Indonesia
Thailand
South Africa
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Appendix 2: Citations
1

http://www.cat.com/en_US/support/operations/technology/cat-minestar.html
https://www.deere.com/en_US/services_and_support/maintenance-and-protection-plans/condition-basedmaintenance/condition-based-maintenance.page
3
http://www.cat.com/en_US/support/operations/cat-connect-solutions.html
4
http://www.equipmentworld.com/icp-conexpo/
5
https://dataweb.usitc.gov/scripts/user_set.asp
6
http://www.brasilmaior.mdic.gov.br/images/data/201205/ac36870491379be10d85230b0a3bf526.pdf
7
http://gfs.eiu.com/Article.aspx?articleType=cf&articleId=1513860135&secId=0
8
http://www.nasdaq.com/article/caterpillar-sees-further-revenue-weakness--2nd-update-20160128-01186
9
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/011316/4-economic-challenges-china-faces-2016.asp
10
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/suc2014d7_en.pdf
11
http://commodityhq.com/education/a-deeper-look-at-canadas-commodity-industry/
12
https://build.export.gov/main/FTA/nafta/eg_main_017794
13
http://actionplan.gc.ca/en/initiative/tariff-relief-manufacturing-inputs-and-machinery
14
https://build.export.gov/main/FTA/nafta/eg_main_017794
15
http://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/mpr-2016-04-13.pdf
16
http://www.deere.com/en_US/docs/pdfs/parts/wwps_locations.pdf
17
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/canada/
18
https://build.export.gov/main/FTA/nafta/eg_main_017794
19
https://build.export.gov/main/FTA/nafta/eg_main_017794
20
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/mexico/currency
21
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/mexico/overview#1
22
http://www.deere.com/en_US/docs/pdfs/parts/wwps_locations.pdf
23
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/mexico/
24
http://www.iccwbo.org/Advocacy-Codes-and-Rules/BASCAP/Value-of-IP/IP-Guidelines-LaunchEvents/Economist-Intelligence-Unit-Intellectual-property-environment-in-Mexico/
25
http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/how-a-new-infrastructure-plan-could-help-build-mexicos-future/
26
http://dfat.gov.au/trade/resources/trade-at-a-glance/pages/top-goods-services.aspx
27
http://data.worldbank.org/country/australia
28
http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/trade-investment/australia-united-states-free-tradeagreement/Pages/chapter-two-national-treatment-and-market-access-for-goods.aspx
29
http://export.gov/australia/build/groups/public/@eg_au/documents/webcontent/eg_au_050735.pdf
30
http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/kafta/fact-sheets/Pages/quick-guide-key-industrial-productsoutcomes.aspx
31
http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/chafta/fact-sheets/Pages/quick-guide-key-resources-energy-andmanufacturing-outcomes.aspx
32
http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/jaepa/fact-sheets/Pages/fact-sheet-outcomes-at-a-glance.aspx
33
http://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=AUD&to=USD&view=5Y
34
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/australia/
35
http://aceexpo.com.au/
36
http://civenex.com/
37
http://www.aimex.com.au/en/home/
38
http://www.constructionequipment.com/chinese-equipment-manufacturers-new-players-game
39
http://apps.export.gov/article?id=China-Construction-and-Green-Building
40
https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=CHN
41
https://build.export.gov/china/doingbizinchina/index.asp#P8_2167
42
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/2015-Special-301-Report-FINAL.pdf
43
http://www.ncpa.org/pub/ba802
44
http://english.gov.cn/news/top_news/2015/03/28/content_281475079055789.htm
2
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45

https://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis_includes/countries_long/China/china.pdf
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/china
47
http://apps.export.gov/article?id=Vietnam-Market-Challenges
48
http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015 - results-table
49
http://internationalpropertyrightsindex.org/country?c=VIET+NAM
50
http://www.theglobalipcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/GIPC-Index-TPP.pdf
51
http://apps.export.gov/article?id=Vietnam-Market-Challenges
52
http://trade.gov/fta/tpp/industries/machinery.asp
53
http://data.worldbank.org/country/vietnam
54
https://www.gso.gov.vn/default_en.aspx?tabid=622&ItemID=14252
55
http://www.adb.org/countries/viet-nam/economy
56
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTEAPINFRASTRUCT/Resources/CrossSectoralIssues.pdf
57
https://www.usaid.gov/results-data/success-stories/vietnam-promotes-public-private-partnershipsinfrastructure
58
http://trade.gov/fta/tpp/industries/machinery.asp
59
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/vietnam
60
https://www.arcadis.com/en/global/who-we-are/facts-figures/
61
http://www.arcadis-us.com/Content/ArcadisUS/docs/Infrastructure/AUS_GIIIReport_2014.pdf
62
https://www.worldsteel.org/dms/internetDocumentList/bookshop/2015/Steel-Statistical-Yearbook2015/document/Steel%20Statistical%20Yearbook%202015.pdf
63
http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/GDP-ranking-table
46
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Industry & Analysis’ (I&A) staff of industry, trade
and economic analysts devise and implement
international trade, investment, and export
promotion strategies that strengthen the global
competitiveness of U.S. industries. These initiatives
unlock export, and investment opportunities for U.S.
businesses by combining in-depth quantitative and
qualitative analysis with ITA’s industry relationships.
For more information, visit
www.trade.gov/industry
I&A is part of the International Trade Administration,
Whose mission is to create prosperity by
strengthening the competitiveness of U.S. industry,
promoting trade and investment, and ensuring
fair trade and compliance with trade laws and
agreements.
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